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Preface
The Fifth Iberoamerican Conference on General Topology and its Applications
(V CITA) took place in Lorca, on June 10–14, 2003. The conference had more than
100 participants with 75 contributed talks. There were, in addition, nine invited lectures:
S. Antonyan’s on aspects of Banach–Mazur compacta, T.O. Banakh’s on small generat-
ing sets in topological groups, D. Dikranjan’s on closure operators in topological groups,
S. García-Ferreira’s on countably compact groups from a selective ultrafilter, S. Kolyada’s
on various concepts of chaos in topological dynamics, T. Nogura’s on extreme selections
for hyperspaces, A. Peris’ on criteria for transitivity of linear operators, M. Schellekens’ on
quantitative domains and their applications, and L. Snoha’s on minimal sets of extensions
in discrete dynamics.
The conference was organized by F. Balibrea, A. Barrio, J.L. García-Guirao, A. Linero,
J. Valero, D. Alcaraz, J.S. Cánovas, V. Jiménez-López, G. Soler and J.C. Valverde, and
sponsored by the Ayuntamiento de Lorca, Ministerio de Ciencia y Tecnología de España,
Fundación Séneca, Universidad de Murcia y Universidad de Cartagena.
This volume contains 24 papers contributed by the participants at the conference. All
the papers here are original research papers and were subject to the usual standards of
refereeing. The referees paid close attention to the correctness, currency, and exposition of
the papers. To their diligence and timeliness we owe much of the quality of this volume,
and we particularly express our warm gratitude to there.
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